
WE ALWAYS  
GET TOP MARKS 
FOR OUR  
DECORATING.



Education Sector New Build  
& Redecoration Projects.
Story Decorating Group is a national leader in the provision of 
painting and decoration services, with a proven track record in the 
Education Sector.

Often in very tight timescales due to school holidays and reopening dates 
amongst other things, we have been able to successfully complete large  
numbers of contracts for many contractors and schools direct including several 
academies, colleges and universities across the North West resulting in  
happy teachers and very happy students.

Though we do specialise in large scale education 
projects, and have completed many contracts  
as far a field as Blackburn, Grimsby, Sheffield,  
Manchester, Salford, Liverpool and Carlisle, we pride 
ourselves in being agile enough to complete projects 
over shorter timescales, such as half-term holidays 
and even weekends. Projects have included,  
works to hall floors, corridors, sports halls and 
sometimes play areas.

Our larger projects have included flagship contracts 
such as West Cheshire College, Bolton College,  
Richard Rose Central and Morton Academies and 
we have also completed extensive painting works 
at the Washington Academy in Northumberland  
as well as contracts completed under the Manchester 
Schools BSF Programme.

Outside the Education Sector, our skilled teams 
have completed many other successful projects 
across the UK. These include the five-star  
Liverpool Hilton Hotel, Dumfries and Galloway  
Royal Infirmary, St Helens Rugby stadium and  
various Tesco supermarkets and other retail stores.

Let us paint your Story.

Images shown: Atrium Ayrshire College, 
Edinburgh DTI, Manchester Coop  
Academy, Wallyford Primary School  
and Workington Academy.
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Perfect Delivery
True and lasting success in business can only be achieved through partnership. 
In order for us to reach our aspirations, we understand that we have to help our 
customers achieve theirs.

So our relentless commitment to excellence not 
only maintains our reputation, but ensures our 
customers are happy too. That means providing 
the best possible service and quality every time.

Excellence runs throughout our business. Our 
knowledgeable management team provides  
strategic leadership on all projects, while our  

highly-skilled craftsmen bring their expertise, 
commitment and flair at the sharp end.
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Quality Systems
All of our processes and products must meet our exacting quality management 
system, which complies with the stringent ISO 9001 quality requirements.

We are committed members of the Painting  
& Decorating Association - the national  
bench-mark for quality throughout the sector.

The nationwide scope of our business means  
we have built up an unrivalled database of skilled 
craftsmen throughout the country, ensuring we 
have a ready-made workforce to call upon in all of 
the areas in which we serve.

This approach also ensures we reduce travel to 
work miles, helping meet environmental and cost 
benefit targets.

This blend of knowledge, skill and technology 
means we can guarantee the quality of work 
from inception to the successful delivery.
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Health & Safety
We are committed to carrying out all projects in a manner that safeguards the 
health, welfare and safety of our employees, partners and clients. We adopt 
stringent and industry- leading health and safety procedures across all sites and 
projects and work alongside key clients and contractors to integrate seamlessly 
with individual health and safety campaigns and initiatives.

We are a CHAS accredited contractor and our 
site supervisors hold the Site Supervisors Safety 
Training Scheme (SSSTS) qualification to ensure 
health, safety and welfare on construction sites. 
Our staff are IOSH trained and adhere to strict  
 

company guidelines for safe working practices to 
reduce the risk of accidents and incidents on site.

We are also Gold members of Constructionline 
meaning we are a preferred supplier for many 
main contractors.

Environment
We take our environmental responsibility very seriously and have implemented 
procedures and practices that create minimal impact on the environment. We 
use partners that have similar sustainable products, processes and responsible 
attitudes. Our core team of site management and painters are sited locally to 
minimise travel and we have multiple occupancy vehicles to reduce mileage.

The disposal of waste is always limited and we aim 
to recycle whenever possible. Where appropriate, 
spray application of paint is used to limit waste and 
we treat waste water and paint washings on site 

for re-use using an environmental wash system. 
In partnership with paint manufacturers, we offer 
clients a recycling facility, returning empty paint 
tins to the nearest agent.

Although things have been far from normal for all of us, we have been 
working throughout the Covid 19 Pandemic helping with critical works 
and ensuring the sites we could work on were functioning within  
government guidelines and to the latest Standard Operational Policy.

This means we are fully operational and, with health and safety at the forefront, 
we are well equipped to deal with all of your needs, fully business ready as well as 
keeping our clients and teams safe.

Apprenticeships
Young people are at the heart of everything we do at Story. Ensuring the next 
generation of technicians is equipped with the skills and knowledge to drive our 
company forward is integral to our business strategy.

That’s why we have committed to a guarantee 
that a minimum of 10 per cent of our work- force 
are apprentices.

We harness the energy and enthusiasm those 
young people provide to drive the innovation and 
invention we need to stay ahead of the opposition.

Our apprentices are not only given the skill sets 

they need to produce the highest quality work, they 
are also inspired to nurture the drive and ambition 
required to reach the very top of the industry.

Each apprentice is given a training pathway so 
they understand completely the quality standards 
they must reach to help us deliver excellence to 
our customers.

Communities
Our commitment to the community does not end at the site gate. We use our 
resources and relationships with key suppliers to provide additional services 
to members of the community who aren’t on our payroll.

Through our alliance with suppliers, we provide 
practical support to local businesses and schools. 
We also offer our resources and expertise  
to provide paint and painters, free of charge,  
to decorate or refresh community buildings.

These projects also involve local school- children 
who are encouraged to pick up a brush, giving them 

an opportunity to contribute meaningfully to their 
communities, have fun and pick up lifelong skills.

We find this approach not only gives vital  
community assets new life, it can also help

bring communities together and give young  
people a real stake in their neighbourhood.



Local Labour
Story is committed to leaving a lasting 
and positive legacy to the communities 
in which we work. We use a minimum 
of 60 per cent local labour to ensure 
the investment made in painting  
projects flows through to the local area.

Not only does that offer local people a route into 
employment, it equips them with skills that will last 
a lifetime and raises educational and vocational 
attainment which benefits the wider community.

For our business to continue to grow and develop, 
we must attract and retain the best and the brightest  
talent. We understand that to achieve that, we 
must play our part in inspiring the next generation 
to join our industry.

We are committed to working with education  
providers to promote painting and decorating as  
the desirable and rewarding career we know it is.

Workforce
We operate on the principle that you’re never too experienced to learn and  
improve. Every one of our employees, from our apprentices’ right up to our 
management team, are expected to continue developing their skills right 
through their careers.

Our reputation depends on their performance, so 
we continually devote ourselves to ensuring quality 
standards remain at the highest level possible.  
We undertake regular workforce development 
reviews to ensure we identify training needs and 
deliver additional upskilling as required.

We invest in our people and ensure all staff 

have achieved industry qualifications. As CSCS 
card holders, our workforce is equipped with the 
highest level of safety awareness and technical 
competence.

We adopt a positive equality and diversity policy 
and ensure all staff are treated fairly and have 
an equal access to opportunities.
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CARLISLE OFFICE
Head Office
Brunthill Road,
Kingstown Industrial Estate,
Carlisle,
CA3 0EH
T: 01228 404114

MANCHESTER OFFICE
Unit 6
Westlink Business Park
Guide Street
Salford
M50 1EW
T: 0161 925 0412

E: info@storydecoratinggroup.com
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